
Colliers International Hotels is pleased to provide results of the ninth annual 
Canadian Hotel Investment Sentiment Survey. The annual survey aims to address 
the most relevant questions impacting lodging investment decisions over the next 
12 months by capturing the thoughts of more than 100 active investors.

Canada remained on solid economic footing in 2018, which saw another year of 
strong hotel operating performance with national RevPAR up 5.3% (for context 
Canada’s growth rate was 2.4 percentage points ahead of the United States for the 
year, according to data from STR). Tourism performance is also on track to eclipse 
last year’s record with Statistics Canada reporting international arrivals are pacing 
1.7% ahead year-over-year through November 2018. Favourable national demand 
trends are further supported by overall muted levels of new hotel construction 
which as a headline is resulting in strong top-line performance across the country. 
This is notwithstanding certain levels of mixed-results in various local/regional 
markets that are not captured in these averages. 

This year’s survey demonstrates that investors remain optimistic about the hotel 
asset class in 2019, although they have a more cautious view for the next 3-5 years. 
Fluctuating macro factors such the Bank of Canada’s monetary policy, U.S. trade 
relations, commodity pricing and political pain points like pipeline approvals remain 
on investor’s radar. The state of the economy, availability of debt and the overall 
political environment ranked as the top factors influencing investment decisions.
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Full details can be found in the 
2019 Canadian Hotel Investment 
Report, which will be available 
for download in Q1 2019.
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BUY

Primary Investment Strategy for the Next 12 Months

BUILD HOLD SELL

31% 17% 41% 11%

-9 pts. YOY -2 pts. YOY +12 pts. YOY -1 pts. YOY

$1.5B
TRANSACTION VOLUME

2018 saw fluid trading in 
secondary/tertiary markets with 
national transaction volume of 

$1.5 billion

HOTELS SOLD

More than 130 hotels transacted 
across Canada during the year 

including single asset and 
portfolio sales

+130



PRIMARY STRATEGY

• Investment intentions in the 2019 survey shifted from a 
predominantly acquisitions focus; 41% reported a hold, 
renovate or expand strategy, the highest indication since 
Colliers began collecting data in 2010.

• New hotel acquisitions remained the dominant 
investment strategy for nearly a third of those surveyed 
(31%).

• Intentions to focus on building (17%) and selling (11%) 
hotel assets over the next 12 months were similar year-
over-year.

MARKET TYPE & LOCATION

• Reflecting increased hotel transactions within secondary/
tertiary markets in 2018, “Other Ontario” displaced 
Toronto as the most preferred investment market for the 
next twelve months.

• Downtown Toronto continues to be highly sought-after 
with a second place spot, followed closely by Downtown 
Vancouver.

• Secondary/tertiary markets in British Columbia and 
Alberta Mountain Resorts tied for fourth place as 
respondent’s most desired investment markets this year.

PREFERRED BRANDING 

• When asked for the most preferred international brand 
for new hotel investments or developments, respondents 
indicated Marriott branded product as their top choice 
in the Full-Service segment at 44%, followed by Hilton 
(16%) and Hyatt Hotels (10%).

• Marriott also ranked as the most preferred brand in the 
Focused/Select-Service segment at 34% followed by 
flags under the Hilton (22%), Best Western (19%) and 
InterContinental Hotels (10%) banners. 

• Investors showed the most diverse opinions in the 
Limited-Service category with no single brand garnering 
a leading share. Best Western ranked as the top choice 
in the Limited-Service segment at 20%, followed by the 
Hilton (16%) and Choice (12%) brand families. 

Canada’s 
Most 
Desirable 
Hotel 
Investment 
Markets

1.   Other Ontario          

(Excluding Toronto & Ottawa)

2. Toronto

3. Vancouver

4. Other British Columbia 
(Excluding Vancouver) and 
Alberta Mountain 
Resorts
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Top Brands by Segment

Primary intentions to 
sell have remained 
elevated YoY

2018

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

12.5%

4.7%

5.9%

10.0%

5.0%

11.0%

10.0%

8.0%

4.0%

Year data collected

Full-Service

44%

16%
10%

Focused-Service

34%22% 19%

Limited-Service

20%16% 12%
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62%
of investors expect cap 

rates for full-service 
assets in major markets 

below 7%
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CAP RATES

• Investor sentiment towards capitalization (cap) rates for the next 12 months is 
divided with an equal proportion (46%) expecting cap rates to increase and stay 
the same. 

• Less than 10% of respondents expect cap rates to decrease over the next twelve 
months.  

FINANCING

• Almost 88% of survey responses reported that the cost of debt has become more 
expensive in the past 12 months and 78% indicated they expect the trend will 
continue into 2019.

• This comes as no surprise as the Bank of Canada began raising overnight rates in 
July 2017 with the fifth hike most recently in October 2018. The current overnight 
rate is 1.75% with further increases expected to keep inflation on target.

MACRO ENVIRONMENT 

• While the majority (56%) of investors reported a positive or somewhat positive 
current sentiment for the Canadian lodging industry, the proportion of those with 
an average or somewhat negative view for the next three to five years increased 
from prior years.

• Respondents continued to rank the current economic climate and the availability 
of debt as the most pressing factors impacting investment decisions, however, 
response levels for the political environment and energy/resources prices were 
close behind. 

Average Cap Rate Requirements by Market Type

46%  
Same

46%  
Increase

8%  
Decrease

2019 Cap Rate Expectations
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Current Sentiment of the Canadian Lodging Industry

Negative / Somewhat Negative Somewhat Positive / Positive
56%13%

Average
30%
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